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AMD APP SDK allows you to simplify and accelerate the process of cross-
platform game development, ensuring a polished gaming experience across
PC, Mobile, and Consoles. Integrated within the AMD Gaming Software, SDKs
such as HTML5 WebGL, Native Client, and OpenCL™ are also accessible for

other systems, enabling the integration of multiple APIs. The AMD FreeSync™
technology is a unique, variable refresh rate technology that eliminates

tearing and stuttering by synchronizing the frame rate of AMD hardware with
the display's refresh rate. Although FreeSync only works with AMD hardware, it

is the first variable refresh rate technology that reduces screen tearing and
stuttering for all compatible games and display devices. This power-saving
technology reduces input lag and minimizes screen tearing, stuttering and

flicker. AMD Anti-Lag™ Technology is the ideal technology to minimize input
lag, and can also be used to regulate a specific game to play at a consistent

frame rate regardless of the display's refresh rate. In this mode, AMD Anti-Lag
can seamlessly and automatically adjust the core clock speed of your

hardware to maintain an ideal frame rate. AMD Anti-Lag uses the natively
available hardware of the AMD Radeon™ graphics to ensure the best possible

performance, bypassing the CPU. AMD XConnect™ Technology allows the
ability to remotely manage games and accessories for yourAMD Radeon™

GPU. Remotely manage your power, software, and connections by connecting
to an XConnect Enabled HDTV, monitor, or other XConnect Enabled display.
AMD FreeSync™ Technology works with a wide array of hardware, including

monitors that are both gaming and non-gaming, and even hybrid displays with
integrated GPUs. AMD FreeSync is an in-game variable frame-rate technology
that synchronizes the frame rate of AMD hardware with the frame rate of the
display itself, effectively eliminating "jank" and visible tearing. AMD FreeSync

is available in a mode that adapts the GPU to match the frame rate of the
monitor (Adaptive Sync), or a mode that works with the gaming system to

guarantee the same frame rate (TrueSync). For more information, please visit
the AMD FreeSync web pages at http://www.amd.com/FreeSync.
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